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Abstract: Traditional 3D animation creation involves a process of motion acquisition, dubbing, and mouth movement data binding for each character. To streamline animation creation, we propose combining artificial intelligence (AI) with a motion capture system. This integration aims to reduce the time, workload, and cost associated with animation creation. By utilizing AI and natural language processing, the characters can engage in independent learning, generating their own responses and interactions, thus moving away from the traditional method of creating digital characters with pre-defined behaviors. In this paper, we present an approach that employs a digital person’s animation environment. We utilized Unity plug-ins to drive the character’s mouth Blendshape, synchronize the character’s voice and mouth movements in Unity, and connect the digital person to an AI system. This integration enables AI-driven language interactions within animation production. Through experimentation, we evaluated the correctness of the natural language interaction of the digital human in the animated scene, the real-time synchronization of mouth movements, the potential for singularity in guiding users during digital human animation creation, and its ability to guide user interactions through its own thought process.
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1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) harnesses the power of extensively trained language models [1,2] to facilitate human–computer interactions through natural language [3]. Since the release of the Chat Generative Pre-trained Transformer (ChatGPT) 3.5 model, a natural-language-processing (NLP) model developed by OpenAI specifically designed for generating human-like text in real-time chat environments [4,5], AI has had a significant impact on various industries. ChatGPT is capable of implementing human–computer interaction behaviors in the form of natural language chat, offering a wide range of applications such as assisting with writing, text generation, code writing, translating text, and performing mathematical operations. The demand for AI deep learning (DL) models and the need for reasoning and training continue to grow, leading to the active development of various deep learning accelerations [6]. The application domains of ChatGPT are extensive and span across fields such as medical health [7,8], mathematical analysis [9], automotive industries [10], and education [11–13]. Its conversational AI capabilities significantly enhance productivity, providing human-like assistance in various tasks. As games strive for NPC-to-human fidelity [14], they are an ideal benchmarking ground [15,16]. The traditional fixed action and language interaction of animation creation are now transformed with AI, as it responds to commands to guide human interaction behavior. This approach maximizes the value of digital human applications, making it a quintessential representation of human–computer intelligence in interactive processes.

The promise of VR and AI is arguably that of an ontological and ethical shift, one that takes us closer to a posthuman animation [17]. Widespread use of artificial intelligence
technology may significantly optimize the consumption of digital media technology [18]. Animation creation involves interacting with animated characters based on predefined needs. The interactive behavior between animated characters is endowed with human-like interactions. Digital humans guide characters in performing tasks and transitioning to the next ones. To address the complexity of collaborative production systems, digital twins are utilized [19], and the combination of 3D animation creation and virtual reality technology drives the advancement of animation technology [20]. AI access breathes life into animated digital humans, enabling them to go beyond mere repetition of speech patterns. They possess multiple solution processes and methods, incorporating AI-driven speech recognition, text-to-speech, and animation capabilities to enhance communication with consumers and improve the overall perceived quality of digital human interaction experiences [21]. The behavior of digital humans is informed by research on digital human behavioral learning and trusted agents, employing game-changing AI methods, processes, and algorithms [22]. Based on the studies and surveys conducted, the application of artificial intelligence in animation creation is still relatively rare. It is mostly applied to game characters and player interactions, and the AI models used often come from different sources with limited capabilities. Although there are voice-recognition and synthesis technologies integrated into voice assistants, they mainly serve as simple AI models for specific applications, such as desktop assistants for commodity users, such as Nubia’s Mora [23].

However, the emergence of ChatGPT has brought about more-creative integration of speech synthesis and recognition in tasks such as text and code writing and modification. In the past, implementing mouth animations for digital humans was a complex process performed programmatically. In this experiment, we used a plug-in to drive the digital human’s mouth Blendshape, which is a 3D modeling technique that adjusts the shape based on set parameters. By changing these parameters, specific animation effects, such as expression changes and limb postures, can be achieved while keeping the external shape unchanged.

Therefore, we successfully integrated the large language model ChatGPT into the animation creation of the digital human, enabling natural language processing and human interaction. Through the combination of ChatGPT, speech recognition, and speech synthesis, along with real-time synchronization of the digital human’s mouth movements and voice, we created a digital human animation creation aid. This innovative approach facilitates smoother and more-efficient interactions between animation creators and the digital human, making animation creation a more-interactive and -engaging process.

In this thesis, we present the selection and utilization of relevant technologies, while also analyzing their respective advantages and disadvantages. Firstly, we focused on the Unity plug-in binding for the digital human’s mouth Blendshape, enabling real-time synchronization of mouth movements to achieve a more-natural-speaking form closely resembling human speech. Additionally, we performed motion acquisition through motion-capture devices, capturing hand movements and body movements when the digital human speaks. For successful digital human voice interaction, we integrated automatic speech recognition (ASR) and text-to-speech (TTS) technologies. This process involves the digital human receiving voice information, which is converted into text through ASR technology. The AI then recognizes the text and generates a response, which is later transformed back into voice information through TTS technology. Finally, the digital human’s mouth movements are driven by the voice to complete the process of creating an artificial-intelligence-based digital human. To summarize, the main contributions of this thesis are as follows:

1. The integration of automatic-speech-recognition technology and speech-synthesis technology in animation creation.
2. The utilization of ChatGPT for achieving interactions with the digital human.
3. The implementation of the Unity plug-in SALSA with RandomEyes to synchronize the digital person’s mouth movement with sound.
2. Overview of Related Technologies

Prior to conducting the research, we studied the animation-creation process, focusing on character movement. We also analyzed essential technical and practical aspects for creating animated digital characters. The research aimed to enable AI to interact with characters through algorithms, comprehend natural language information, analyze the data, and provide relevant responses to guide the animated characters. To achieve this, we integrated various technologies, including digital human action acquisition, automatic speech recognition, speech synthesis, and ChatGPT.

2.1. Automatic Speech Recognition and Text-to-Speech Technologies

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) transforms speech data into text data by recognizing the lexical information of human speech [24], while text-to-speech (TTS) synthesizes speech information using text data through computer processing [25]. Both ASR and TTS technologies are commonly utilized in the form of application program interfaces (APIs), local deployments, and training models to facilitate data exchange between text and speech through data processing. Leading providers such as Google, Microsoft Azure, and Baidu Intelligent Cloud offer ASR and TTS technologies connected through APIs, which employ proprietary API secret keys to handle text and language data through tokens. Additionally, API connectivity allows for data transfer via custom-trained voice models such as variational inference with adversarial learning for end-to-end text-to-speech (VITS), which enhances the personalization of the language model and mitigates the reliance on a single data conversion API [26]. API-based data processing involves sending sound data or text data to the corresponding server, which then analyzes and converts it into text or language before transmitting it back to the user. For instance, the API workflow of ASR entails obtaining speech data and sending it to the server, which processes it and returns the text data to the user. On the other hand, local deployments and software downloads facilitate language synthesis by analyzing speech data or text data on the local computer and converting them into text data or language data for local users. For example, COEIROINK enables speech-to-text conversion on the local computer, replacing the cloud server with local processing, thereby reducing data transmission latency over the network. Figure 1 illustrates the contrasting data-processing operations of ASR, TTS using APIs, and local deployments. APIs rely on cloud servers for processing relevant speech or text data, whereas local deployments utilize local computers for the same purpose.

![Figure 1. Flowchart of data conversion between ASR, TTS local deployment, and APIs.](image-url)

Based on the case study of the use of related technologies, both Microsoft Azure and Baidu Intelligent Cloud’s voice synthesis technologies have some limitations when it comes to selecting appropriate voice models for broadcasting characters. Baidu Intelligent Cloud, for example, only allows users to choose from pre-set voice models, resulting in synthesized voice data that may sound rigid and mechanical. On the other hand, while Microsoft Azure’s voice synthesis comes close to mimicking a real person’s voice, the entire application process for voice recognition APIs can be cumbersome. Moreover, it is not possible to register with a credit card in China, hindering widespread deployment in the
Deploying ASR and TTS locally with VITS requires a significant amount of local storage space, and the technical process is complex, including the time-consuming training of models and other factors. Taking all these factors into consideration, the building process in this study aims to ensure the authenticity of the digital person’s voice by utilizing Microsoft Azure’s TTS and Baidu Intelligent Cloud for ASR deployment. This approach allows for the creation of a personalized voice data model to enhance the overall quality of the digital character’s speech and interaction.

2.2. Comparative Use of Artificial Intelligence

ChatGPT, a milestone in the journey of AI, has played a pivotal role in driving the surge of artificial intelligence and computer graphics (AICG) [27,28]. The majority of AI applications in the market are available in the form of API access and local deployment, among others. ChatGPT’s API accessibility has significantly facilitated its deployment in various application domains. Notably, other AI models similar to ChatGPT have also emerged, such as Wenyan Yixin, Google Bard, and more. These models enable human–computer interaction through natural language on web pages and also offer API access. Furthermore, Tsinghua’s open-source model, ChatGLM, bears similarities to ChatGPT and allows for locally deployed text interactions. These interactive AI approaches have gained popularity, and there may be other unexplored AI models yet to be explored and utilized in various domains.

During the experiment, both API access and local deployment were analyzed. API access requires a stable network environment for efficient data exchange, making it more suitable for scenarios with a reliable network connection. On the other hand, local deployment reduces the time difference in network data transmission compared to API access. However, it demands higher hardware configurations, such as ChatGLM, which necessitates over 6 GB of video memory configuration, posing challenges for laptops and less-powerful systems. Moreover, AI models require a substantial amount of data for training, adding to the complexity of local deployment. Considering the available options, API access provides a more-accessible and -versatile range of AI models. Although ChatGPT, Wenyan Yixin, and Google Bard are available through API access, Wenyan Yixin’s intelligence level may not be as high, while Google Bard’s application queue might be time-consuming. Taking all factors into account, the experimental environment was chosen to utilize ChatGPT, specifically the ChatGPT-3.5 model, through its API interface for the construction of the AI environment, as it proves to be a suitable and efficient choice for the experiment.

2.3. Mouth and Eye Drive

The synchronization of the digital human’s mouth movements with the sound is crucial to ensure that the speech appears natural and does not seem out of sync. Extensive information analysis led to the selection of two Unity plug-ins, LipSync Pro 1.532 and SALSA With RandomEyes 1.5.5, for achieving the mouth drive of the digital human. Both plug-ins function by controlling the digital human’s Blendshape. However, LipSync Pro 1.532 requires a more-meticulous matching of the mouth Blendshape, which can vary depending on the software used to create the digital human. As a result, configuring the LipSync Pro 1.532 driver plug-in can be relatively troublesome. On the other hand, the SALSA With RandomEyes 1.5.5 plug-in is comparatively more straightforward to configure. It requires matching the mouth opening and amplitude, as well as the eyes, eyelids, and other smaller parts of the Blendshape. This plug-in is the preferred choice for achieving real-time synchronization of sound and mouth movements. Figure 2 illustrates the driving principle of the plug-in: the sound data are transmitted to the Unity sound driver plug-in, which in turn drives the digital human’s Blendshape to control the mouth movement. This process ensures real-time synchronization of sound and mouth movements for the digital human, enhancing the overall realism and quality of the animation.
After a few seconds, it transitions to the M1 action, followed by M2 and M3, and finally, performs various actions realistically. This involves utilizing Unity plug-ins to drive the development platform, providing the necessary tools and environment for the creation and development of the digital man.

3. Development Environment Setup and Parameterization

The ChatGPT digital man plays a crucial role in animation creation, facilitating interactions with the protagonist. To achieve an intelligent digital man environment, it is necessary to construct a setup for acquiring action data and enabling the digital man to perform various actions realistically. This involves utilizing Unity plug-ins to drive the digital man’s mouth movements, ensuring synchronization with speech. Unity serves as the development platform, providing the necessary tools and environment for the creation and development of the digital man.

3.1. Acquisition of Digital Hand and Foot Movement Data

The body movements of a digital human, such as hand movements when answering questions and guiding movements when walking, can be achieved using animation scripts in Unity. These motions can be acquired through various methods, such as recording motion data with a motion-capture system or downloading motion data from the Mixamo website. Once acquired, the motion data are imported into Unity in FBX format for further creation.

To import the motion-capture data into Unity (version Unity2020.3.44f1c1), follow these steps:

1. Select the motion capture data and change the Animation Type in the Inspector window to Humanoid.
2. Create an Animator Controller in the Assets folder.
3. Edit the motion capture animation on the Animator window and drag the anim_stack (motion data) into it.

Next, import the Blendshape figure, and follow these steps:

1. Change the Animation Type of the figure to Humanoid.
2. Drag the figure to the Hierarchy for editing.
3. Select the figure, and add an Animator Controller containing the motion capture data to the Controller of the Animator component in the Inspector window.

After setting up the Animator Controller in the Inspector window, click Run to test whether the motion capture data run properly in the environment. Figure 3 illustrates the flowchart of the motion data, starting with the Entry and then proceeding to the id action. After a few seconds, it transitions to the M1 action, followed by M2 and M3, and finally, returns to the id action, in a loop. The settings allow you to adjust the duration of each action and control the flow of the animation sequence.

![Figure 2. Schematic diagram of a digital human voice data-driven mouth.](image)

3. Development Environment Setup and Parameterization

The ChatGPT digital man plays a crucial role in animation creation, facilitating interactions with the protagonist. To achieve an intelligent digital man environment, it is necessary to construct a setup for acquiring action data and enabling the digital man to perform various actions realistically. This involves utilizing Unity plug-ins to drive the digital man’s mouth movements, ensuring synchronization with speech. Unity serves as the development platform, providing the necessary tools and environment for the creation and development of the digital man.

3.1. Acquisition of Digital Hand and Foot Movement Data

The body movements of a digital human, such as hand movements when answering questions and guiding movements when walking, can be achieved using animation scripts in Unity. These motions can be acquired through various methods, such as recording motion data with a motion-capture system or downloading motion data from the Mixamo website. Once acquired, the motion data are imported into Unity in FBX format for further creation.

To import the motion-capture data into Unity (version Unity2020.3.44f1c1), follow these steps:

1. Select the motion capture data and change the Animation Type in the Inspector window to Humanoid.
2. Create an Animator Controller in the Assets folder.
3. Edit the motion capture animation on the Animator window and drag the anim_stack (motion data) into it.

Next, import the Blendshape figure, and follow these steps:

1. Change the Animation Type of the figure to Humanoid.
2. Drag the figure to the Hierarchy for editing.
3. Select the figure, and add an Animator Controller containing the motion capture data to the Controller of the Animator component in the Inspector window.

After setting up the Animator Controller in the Inspector window, click Run to test whether the motion capture data run properly in the environment. Figure 3 illustrates the flowchart of the motion data, starting with the Entry and then proceeding to the id action. After a few seconds, it transitions to the M1 action, followed by M2 and M3, and finally, returns to the id action, in a loop. The settings allow you to adjust the duration of each action and control the flow of the animation sequence.

![Figure 3. Schematic of action data creation in Unity.](image)
3.2. Unity Plug-in Drives Mouth and Real-Time Voice Synchronization

The Unity plug-in utilized to drive the mouth and eye movements of the digital human is SALSA With RandomEyes Version 1.5.5 [29]. Upon importing the plugin, an analysis of its demo file was conducted. The analysis revealed that the script responsible for controlling the mouth drive is Salsa3D, which drives the Blendshape parameters of the digital human’s mouth using sound data. On the other hand, the eye movement parameter is managed by the RandomEyes3D script, which randomizes blinking and eye turning movements by adjusting the Blendshape parameters of the digital human’s eyes in a random time-based manner. Incorporating the data analysis from the demo, the digital human’s parameters are configured accordingly. This integration ensures the digital human’s mouth and eye movements are dynamically synchronized with sound and realistically mimic random eye rotations, creating a more-lifelike and -interactive experience for users.

On the imported digital human, the Salsa3D component is added to the Inspector window to control the real-time synchronization of sound with the digital human’s mouth movements. Additionally, the RandomEyes3D component is added to achieve random eye rotations.

To set up the Salsa3D component, follow these steps:

1. In the Skinned Mesh Renderer of the Salsa3D component, select the sub-level object of the digital human that contains the Blendshapes for the mouth. In the experiment, the Blendshapes for the digital human’s mouth are located on the digital human’s body.
2. The source of the Audio Source depends on the text-to-speech sound source. In the experiment, the AzureTTS sound source is selected.
3. Adjust the parameters of the digital human’s mouth opening degree. The small-amplitude index of the sound corresponds to the small-amplitude mouth action in Blendshapes; the medium-amplitude index corresponds to the medium-amplitude Blendshape; the large-amplitude index corresponds to the high-amplitude Blendshape. This parameter adjustment ensures that the sound’s amplitude controls the corresponding mouth movement size.

For the parameter settings of the RandomEyes3D component, follow these steps:

1. In the Skinned Mesh Renderer of the RandomEyes3D component, find the sub-level object of the digital human that contains the Blendshapes for the eyes.
2. The Eye Shape Indexes in the RandomEyes3D component correspond to the Blendshapes for Eye Up, Down, Left, Right, and Blink. Place the corresponding Blendshapes in the appropriate positions to achieve the desired eye movements, including up, down, left, right, and blinking.

By configuring the Salsa3D and RandomEyes3D components with the appropriate Blendshapes and parameters, the digital human can realistically synchronize its mouth movements with the sound and exhibit random eye rotations, providing a more-engaging and -lifelike animation experience. The parameter settings are displayed in Figure 4.

3.3. UI-Related Settings

The UI consists of three main partitions: the voice message input area, the message display area, and the history message view area:

1. Voice message input area: This area includes buttons that enable the functionality of Baidu Intelligent Cloud’s automatic voice recognition. The Baidu Recognition Script is attached to the created button, allowing the long pressing of the button to record and recognize the voice. The recognized voice is then sent to the Baidu Intelligent Cloud server via the API.
2. Message display area: This section displays the ongoing conversation messages between the user and the digital human.
3. History message view area: The history start button is located in this area. Clicking the button triggers the display of the History UI while simultaneously closing the original main interface. To implement this functionality, you can use the On Click ()
event and select the ChatScript.OpenAndGetHistory method. Drag the Script Empty Object to the Select Object to establish the connection.

By organizing the UI elements in these partitions and implementing the appropriate scripts and events, the user interface will facilitate voice message input, display the conversation messages, and provide access to the history view area.

To set up the history message viewing area for recording the text records of the dialog messages, follow these steps:

1. Add a Scroll Rect component to the history message view area. This component will enable scrolling through the text records.
2. Set up a script for the back button in the history message view area. In the On Click () event, select the ChatScript.BackChatMode method and drag the Empty Script Object to the Select Object. This script will handle the functionality of going back to the main UI page from the history view.

By incorporating these steps, the history message view area will be functional, allowing users to view and scroll through the recorded text dialog messages. The back button will provide a seamless transition from the history view to the main UI page. Figure 5 shows the parameter settings for the button.

![Image of SALSA with RandomEyes matching parameter map for driving digital people.](image1)

Figure 4. SALSA with RandomEyes matching parameter map for driving digital people.

![Image of Baidu Speech Recognition script and parameter adjustment for history button.](image2)

Figure 5. Schematic of Baidu Speech Recognition script and parameter adjustment for history button.

After establishing the hand, foot, mouth, and eye drive environment, the next step is to realize the external API connection and programming data transfer by pre-deploying the
necessary environment for data exchange. This will enable the digital human to interact with external APIs and process data effectively during the animation creation process.

4. Related API Calls

The programming implementation utilizes the C# language, which is mainly used for API access of ChatGPT and the technical implementation of ASR and TTS for digital people [30–32].

4.1. ChatGPT’s API Access to Digital People

In Unity, an empty object named AI-Turbo is created to hold the C# programming code for implementing a dialog interaction function with the OpenAI GPT-3.5 Turbo model. The code facilitates sending messages from the user and receiving replies from the model by making API calls to OpenAI’s chat model.

A new C# script is created in Unity to define the GptTurboScript class, which contains the necessary information and methods to interact with the OpenAI API. The class includes the following variables:

1. m_ApiUrl: represents the address of the OpenAI API.
2. m_GPTModel: represents the type of GPT model used.
3. m_DataList: used to cache sent and received messages in the dialog.

Prompt: represents the AI persona.

In the Start() method, the AI persona is added to the message list as the initial state of the conversation when the program is run.

The GetPostData() method in the code is responsible for calling OpenAI’s chat model API. It creates a UnityWebRequest object and sets the relevant parameters of the request, including the content of the message to be sent and the authorization information. The request is then sent to the OpenAI API, and the code waits for a response. Upon receiving the response, the status code is checked to verify its success. If the response is successful, the content of the response is parsed into JSON format, the model’s reply to the user’s message is extracted, and it is added to the message list. Finally, the callback function is called to pass the model’s reply to the caller, completing the dialog interaction process with the GPT-3.5 Turbo model.

To implement a prefabricated body function for the chat interface in Unity, a new C# script can be created. This script will be responsible for creating a dialog box in the chat interface and displaying chat messages by setting the text content.

The ChatPrefab class in the code should have a private field named m_Text of type Text. This Text field will be used to display the chat text in the dialog box.

The SetText() method in the code is used to set the text content to be displayed in the dialog box. This method takes the text content as input and sets it to the text property of the m_Text field. By doing so, the text content will be displayed in the chat dialog box.

To use the prefab and create chat interfaces with settable text content, follow these steps:

1. Add the ChatPrefab script to the UI element in the Unity editor.
2. Associate the Text component of the UI element with the m_Text field in the ChatPrefab script.

By following these steps, the chat interface can be created in Unity, and you can dynamically set the text content to be displayed in the chat dialog box using the SetText() method.

4.2. Digital Human ASR and TTS Realization

To implement the automatic speech recognition (ASR) functionality, two C# scripts are needed: one to control the ASR API mobilization and related functions and the other to control the text-to-speech (TTS) API and other functions.

The ASR script is responsible for implementing the Baidu Speech Recognition function and includes functions such as recording voice, obtaining the Token for Baidu Speech Recognition, and sending voice data for recognition. Unity’s API is used to record the input
It checks for the presence of a voice input device and retrieves the device name. Then, it starts recording the sound by calling the BeginSpeechRecord() method, which utilizes Unity’s Microphone class to record a sound clip and store it in m_AudioClip. The recording duration and frequency can be set with parameters. When the key is released, the EndSpeechRecord() method is called to stop the recording and send the recorded audio data to the Baidu Speech Recognition API for recognition.

In the Baidu Speech Recognition section, it is necessary to obtain the Token first. The GetToken() method sends a request to Baidu’s authorization API, passing the API Key and Secret Key, and obtains the Token, which serves as the identity credentials used to access the Baidu Speech Recognition API. The recorded voice data are then converted to PCM16 format using the GetBaiduRecognize() method and sent as part of the request to the Baidu Speech Recognition API. The API returns the recognized text as a result, which is passed to the RecognizeBack() method for processing. Finally, the RecognizeBack() method displays the recognition result in the input box and may call other functions, sending the results to the OpenAI interface for further processing.

Second, the AzureTTS script is used to implement the speech synthesis feature using Microsoft Azure Speech Synthesis. To do this, the Microsoft.CognitiveServices.Speech.1.26.0 plug-in is imported into Unity, which is used to drive the speech synthesis service for converting text to speech and playing back the generated audio through Unity’s AudioSource component:

1. The script creates an empty object named “AzureTTS” in Unity and adds the AudioSource component to it. Then, a C# script is created that introduces the necessary namespaces and defines several variables and components:
   - audioSource: used to play the synthesized audio.
   - subscriptionKey: the subscription key applied to the Azure voice service for authentication and access to the voice service.
   - region: the region where the voice service is located.
   - m_SoundSetting: used for the selected VoiceSynthesisSoundSetting.

2. The Start() method is implemented, which is called when the script starts and is used to initialize the configuration and synthesizer for speech synthesis. It creates a SpeechConfig instance with SubscriptionKey and Region and sets the audio output format and voice settings. Then, it creates a SpeechSynthesizer instance and registers a SynthesisCanceled event-handler method.

3. The SetSound() method is implemented to toggle the sound settings for speech synthesis. It updates the m_SoundSetting variable and the SpeechSynthesisVoiceName property of SpeechConfig and recreates the SpeechSynthesizer instance.

4. The TurnTextToSpeech() method is implemented, which receives a string parameter representing the text to be synthesized into speech. It ensures multithreading safety using the lock keyword. It calls the StartSpeakingTextAsync method of the SpeechSynthesizer to start synthesizing speech and reads the generated audio data through the AudioDataStream. It creates an AudioClip and plays the audio using Unity’s AudioSource. When the audio playback finishes, it ends the audio playback by setting the audioSourceNeedStop flag. During speech synthesis, it records the synthesis start time via DateTime and calculates the synthesis delay when the first audio block is generated. The waiting status and messages are updated using the lock keyword.

These two pieces of code effectively implement speech recognition and text-to-speech conversion and playback by utilizing Baidu Intelligent Cloud, Microsoft Azure API calls, related settings, Microsoft Cognitive Services Speech SDK, and Unity’s AudioSource component.

4.3. ASR, TTS Technology, and ChatGPT Integration

Based on the Microsoft Azure and Baidu Intelligent Cloud API programming, we can integrate ChatGPT API calls and text message processing to leverage the Unity engine and OpenAI’s GPT-3.5 model for natural-language-processing and conversation-generation.
functions. We created an empty object named “Script” to place the ChatScript script. The ChatScript class inherits from MonoBehavior and is responsible for handling the chat function.

The ChatScript class in the code is designed to manage various private fields and references for handling API keys, API URLs, and UI elements of the chat interface. It includes functionality for typing messages, receiving AI replies, and communicating with the OpenAI API. The API request is executed using Unity’s UnityWebRequest class, where the parameters and headers are properly set for sending a POST request to the OpenAI API. The response from the API is processed accordingly.

In the SendData() method, user-entered messages are logged into the chat history and sent to the OpenAI API as the content of the API request. This request is made through a call to the GetPostData() method, and the reply message is then passed to the CallBack() method for further processing upon a successful request. The CallBack() method updates the text content of the chat interface and can optionally synthesize and play the AI’s reply based on certain settings.

Additionally, the code includes helpful functions such as displaying text verbatim, retrieving the chat history, and displaying the chat log. These functions are integrated with Unity’s UI components to enhance the user experience and provide a more-engaging chat interaction.

5. Testing and Analysis

When the users interact with the digital character, they have the option of selecting either text or voice input. If the users choose voice input, they can long-press the voice button, which will show “Recording” in gray color. The recorded voice will be sent to the automatic speech recognition (ASR) server for processing. The ASR server will then convert the voice information into text and display it on the UI interface. Simultaneously, the corresponding text information will be sent to the OpenAI server for generating a reply in text format. The generated reply from ChatGPT will be displayed on the UI interface, and the text information will be sent to the text-to-speech (TTS) server. The TTS server will convert the text into voice information and drive the digital character’s mouth to match the speech. The final result will be presented to the user. In the case of text input, the ASR processing step is skipped, and the text is directly sent to the OpenAI server for generating a reply. The overall structure of this application system is illustrated in the following Figure 6.

![Application system overall structure diagram.](image)

After completing the construction of the environment based on the ChatGPT digital person, it is essential to conduct tests to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the ASR and TTS systems. Subsequently, the accuracy rate of ChatGPT’s API text responses and the success rate of response delivery should be assessed. Finally, the real-time syn-
chronization between the digital person’s mouth movements and the corresponding voice information needs to be tested, and the experimental data should be analyzed to draw meaningful conclusions.

5.1. System Testing

The overall operation of the entire system relies heavily on the API connection response and the cooperative functioning of the driver plug-in. We conducted tests on the environment based on the following aspects:

1. ASR and TTS API connection test: In the ASR module, human voice recording is carried out, followed by obtaining the Access Token. The recorded audio is converted to pulse code modulation (PCM) format, which is a lossless digital audio coding used to convert analog audio signals to digital signals. The audio data are then sent to the Baidu Speech Recognition API server using the HTTP protocol. An HTTP POST request is constructed containing the audio data and other necessary parameters such as language type, sampling rate, audio format, etc., which is then sent to the Baidu Intelligent Cloud API server. We wait for the server to respond, and finally, the server processes the audio data and returns the recognition results. The TTS API works in a similar manner, where we obtain the Access Token, construct an HTTP request, send it to the server, and receive the synthesized speech data.

2. ChatGPT’s API reply test: ChatGPT’s text conversion operates similarly to ASR and TTS, where data transmission is conducted through the API. In the experiment, we set ChatGPT’s role, age, identity, and main characters and tested its performance.

3. Unity plug-in-driven digital human test: The primary purpose of the plug-in test was to verify if the sound and digital human mouth movements can be synchronized in real-time. This test involved driving the mouth movements of digital human characters to ensure smooth synchronization with the spoken audio.

By conducting these tests, we aimed to evaluate the performance, accuracy, and real-time synchronization of the different components in the system. Figure 7 is the experimental system flow.

![Figure 7. ChatGPT digital man operation principle flowchart.](image)

Based on the principles mentioned above, the following experiments were conducted:

1. Digital human identity definition test.
2. ASR and TTS response test.
After conducting ten tests for each item on a single digital person with a consistent network environment, we observed that the digital person’s identity definition, ASR, TTS response, and mouth drive test were relatively accurate. However, we encountered some inaccuracies in the sixth test, which can be attributed to the fact that the API interface packages used for ASR belong to short speech recognition and are not capable of recognizing long speech. To enable long speech recognition, we would need to obtain the API secret key for the corresponding long speech package. Table 1 shows the test results of this experiment.

Table 1. Digital people test program and test results (✓ means the test was successful, and × means the test failed).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Items</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital human identity definition</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response to ASR, TTS</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital human mouth drive</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, the test environment was set up correctly for the next experiment, and we will continue to explore further improvements and advancements in the application of artificial intelligence in animation creation with the digital human.

5.2. Animation Creation Interaction and Data Analysis

AI identity and psychological rights can have indirect effects on the interaction process [33], and the definition of AI identity will influence its moral behavior. Once the development environment was set up, we conducted data analysis on ASR, TTS, and ChatGPT response times, text-to-speech time differences, speech and mouth drive time differences, and character-restricted animated verbal interactions. For the interaction test, we initially restricted the role of the digital human to an animation creator named Alan, aged 25, who can assist users with questions related to the animation process, but cannot answer questions on other topics.

5.2.1. Animation Creation Interaction Test

Based on the digital person identity qualification after the digital person for animation creation of the professional aspects of language interaction and according to different situations for the details of processing, to animation creation in the story writing and sub-shot design as an example of testing, the test was performed as follows:

- Digital human capacity: Me: What will you do? Digital Human: As an animation creator. I have expertise in various aspects of animation production including:
  1. Concept Development: I can help you come up with creative ideas and concepts for your animation project. Whether it’s brainstorming characters, settings, or storylines, I can assist in developing a unique and engaging concept.
  2. Storyboarding: I can create a storyboard to visually plan out the shots and sequences of your animation. This helps in capturing the overall flow and storytelling of your project.
  3. Character Design: I have experience in designing characters that are visually appealing, memorable, and suitable for your animation style and target audience.
  4. Animation Techniques: I possess knowledge of different animation techniques, such as traditional hand-drawn animation.

- Animation script writing: Me: Help me write an animated script. Digital Human: Of course! I’d be happy to help you write an animation script. However, I would need more information about the specific story, characters, and themes you would like to include in the script. Please provide me with some details or ideas you have, such as the setting, the main characters, and the central conflict or plot. With that information I can start crafting a script that aligns your vision.
Me: Do you know how to animate a split screen? Digital Human: Yes, as an animation creator, I am familiar with storyboarding, which is the process of planning out an animation shot by shot. I can help you with creating a storyboard for your animation project. Let me know if you have any specific questions or need assistance with a particular aspect of storyboarding, and I'll do my best to assist you!

Me: Help me with a couple subplots. Digital Human: Certainly! Here are a few sample storyboard frames based on the background you provided:

Frame 1:
Location: Living room—Day
Description: The main character, a 25-year-old man named John, is seen arguing with his parents. There appears to be tension and frustration in their expressions and body language.

Frame 2:
Location: Outside—Night
Description: John is leaving home in anger. He slams the door behind him and storms off into the night. The scene is visually dynamic, portraying John's emotional state.

Frame 3:
Location: Hospital room—Day
Description: John receives a call notifying him that his parents were involved in an accident. Shocked and worried, he rushes to the hospital, realizing the gravity of the situation.

Frame 4:
Location: Hospital waiting area—Day
Description: John sits in the waiting area, anxious and guilty. He reflects on the arguments and realizes his parents' sacrifices and the challenges they faced while raising him.

These are just a few key scenes to get you started. Feel free to elaborate on these or provide further details if you'd like additional frames or specific actions to be included in the storyboard. Figure 8 is a screenshot of the interaction between the user and the digital human.

In addition, we tested digital people asking questions outside of animation creation:
Me: Can you teach me to cook?
Digital Human: I'm sorry, but as an animation creator, my expertise is focused on animation creation and not on cooking or teaching others how to cook. I suggest reaching out to experienced chefs or online cooking tutorials for assistance in learning how to cook. If you have any questions related to animation creation, feel free to ask, and I'll be happy to help.

Me: Can you teach me to sing?
Digital Human: I apologize, but my expertise lies in animation creation and not in teaching singing or providing vocal coaching. For singing lessons and guidance, it would be best to seek
I’m sorry, but as an animation creator, my expertise is focused on animation creation and not on cooking or teaching others how to cook. I suggest reaching out to experienced chefs or online cooking tutorials for assistance in learning how to cook. If you have any questions related to animation creation, feel free to ask, and I’ll be happy to help.

Me:
Can you teach me to sing?

Digital Human:
I apologize, but my expertise lies in animation creation and not in teaching singing or providing vocal coaching. For singing lessons and guidance, it would be best to seek the assistance of a professional vocal coach or take singing lessons from a qualified instructor. If you have any questions related to animation creation or need help with the animation process, I’ll be glad to assist you.

Regarding the limitations set for the digital person’s identity, the digital person can effectively address user inquiries related to animation creation and provide relevant examples to assist users in their animation projects. However, when presented with questions beyond the scope of animation creation, the digital person acknowledges its limitations in specific technical areas, but still offers solutions or insights in related fields. The digital person strives to be helpful and accommodating, even if it cannot provide direct answers to questions outside its expertise in animation creation. Figure 9 shows the interaction history between the user and the digital human.

Figure 9. ChatGPT digital human–character interaction history.

5.2.2. Distance between Time Test

The API transmission process of ASR, TTS, and ChatGPT involves sending requests to the server, receiving server responses, and synthesizing corresponding audio, text, and other data. Let us consider the function expression for Baidu Intelligent Cloud ASR:

\[ A_{\text{recv}} - A_{\text{send}} = t \]
Let \( A_d \) be the start time of the audio recording sent to the server and \( A_r \) be the reception time of the server’s response sent to the Open AI server. The time difference \( A_d \) can be calculated using the following formula:

\[
A_d = A_r - A_d
\] (1)

Let \( A_d \) denote the time difference between sending the audio recording and the reception by the Open AI server. \( A_r \) denotes the reception time when the Baidu Intelligent Cloud server sends the response to be sent to the Open AI server. \( A_a \) denotes the start time when the audio recording is sent to the Baidu Intelligent Cloud server.

Next, let us consider the TTS function expression for Microsoft Azure:

Let \( T_a \) be the start time of the Open AI response data sent to the Microsoft server, \( T_r \) be the reception time of the Microsoft server analyzing the data to synthesize the audio data to be sent to the client, and \( T_d \) be the time difference between the two. It is expressed by the following formula:

\[
T_d = T_r - T_a
\] (2)

where \( T_d \) denotes the time difference between the time Open AI sends the text data and the time the audio data are received at the client. \( T_r \) denotes the time the audio data are received at the client. \( T_a \) denotes the start time when Open AI sends the text to the Microsoft server.

Finally, let us consider ChatGPT expressed as a function of data transfer through the API.

Set \( C_d \) as the time difference between the two, and its formula is:

\[
C_d = T_a - A_r
\] (3)

where \( C_d \) denotes the time difference between the reception of the text data by the Open AI server and the reception by the Microsoft server.

Set \( G \) as the total time difference. The data were analyzed by the following. The data in Table 2 are the results of the experimental process.

### Table 2. Number of times and time difference between ASR, TTS, and ChatGPT data exchanges in the form of APIs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>( A_d )</th>
<th>( T_d )</th>
<th>( C_d )</th>
<th>( G )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48–50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the above data analysis, \( A_d \) was generally within 1 s, with only 1 or 2 tests showing higher values of over 6 s out of 15 and 48 times, indicating that the ASR recognition time of Baidu Intelligent Cloud is relatively fast, but there were a few instances with longer waiting times due to multiple recognitions. The fluctuating value of \( C_d \) ranged from 3 to 9 s, indicating that ChatGPT’s responses through Open AI take time, especially for more-professional and -difficult questions that require a longer processing time. The fluctuating value of \( T_d \) is relatively large, ranging from 2 to 8 s, indicating that TTS takes a longer time to synthesize speech through the API.
5.3. Test Results

Based on the above analysis of the animation-creation-interaction test and the time difference test, the animation-creation-interaction test showed relatively accurate answers in the field of animation creation and provided helpful examples for the animation creator’s creative process. However, for areas outside of animation creation, the digital human provided relevant solutions without directly answering specific questions.

During the 50 tests, there were cases where TTS synthesis failed and ChatGPT could not provide a reply in the 30th, 32nd, and 40th tests. Further experiments revealed that TTS synthesis failure may be attributed to data loss caused by an unstable API and network factors, while ChatGPT’s inability to reply resulted from its inability to comprehend and respond to certain questions.

In the interaction, the digital human’s body and eyes displayed randomized cyclic movements, while the mouth movements were synchronized with the sound. However, the mouth opening amplitude was limited by the Blendshape of the SALSA With RandomEyes plug-in, which provided only three amplitudes.

In the time difference test, the process of sending voice data to the Baidu Intelligent Cloud server, receiving replies from the Open AI server, synthesizing voice data using Microsoft Azure, and driving the digital human’s mouth exhibited unstable timing. The total time of about 5 to 15 s, with some instances taking up to 17 s, might be influenced by complex questions and network instability.

During the 50 tests conducted, it was observed that Baidu Intelligent Cloud ASR can be relatively unstable, especially when there are long pauses in the tone of voice, leading to incomplete sentence recognition and voice data errors. Out of the 50 tests, 6 instances of voice recognition inaccuracies were encountered. Among these, 4 times, the voice data were too long, causing recognition to be cut off before completion, and the other 2 times were due to incorrect recognition of certain words said. Upon investigation, it was discovered that the Baidu Intelligent Cloud application used for ASR is configured to receive short speech-recognition packages rather than long speech-recognition packages. This is likely the reason for the incomplete recognition of longer sentences and the errors in recognizing similar-sounding words.

It is important to note that the API interface used in our experimental testing of ASR and TTS is a free trial interface, and not a paid commercial interface. As a result, the experimental effects may not be as stable over a long period of time as in a paid commercial setting. Further testing and optimization will be needed to ensure more-consistent and reliable results in future experiments.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we primarily applied ASR and TTS to digital humans through Unity, introduced ChatGPT into the digital humans via API integration, and synchronized the mouth movements of the digital humans with the voice data generated by TTS. We deployed the developed environment in animation creation to facilitate natural language interactions between users and ChatGPT-powered digital humans. Additionally, we collaborated with animation creators to engage in fundamental animation tasks such as script writing and sub-shot design. These include script writing, sub-shot design, API latency assessment, animation interaction, and other experimental tests. The aim was to assist animation creators in efficiently producing animation content with the support of intelligent digital entities.

Furthermore, during our research experiments, we gained insights and experiences from various communities and forums. Throughout the research process, we identified both advantages and disadvantages of related technologies, such as ASR utilization, invocation of the ChatGPT API, and the mechanization of TTS. These discoveries enriched the robustness of our experiments and guided our research direction. We developed a deeper understanding of the real-world effects and potential challenges associated with these technologies. Valuable reference sources included GitHub, YouTube, Bilibili, and
the instructional materials of ARS- and TTS-related websites. Engaging with these platforms provided invaluable experiences and insights, which clarified the trajectory of our technology application and enabled thorough analysis.

Although assisted animation creation can be achieved using ChatGPT, it is not always guaranteed to respond accurately. It may generate relevant responses or even produce incorrect results. In most instances, ChatGPT’s outcomes were reasonably accurate, and it is crucial to maintain a balanced perspective when assessing its outputs. Overall, the integration of ChatGPT within a system that incorporates multiple technologies proves advantageous for animation creation, contributing to improved production efficiency.

In our future endeavors, our focus will be on optimizing the system to enhance the stability of both ASR and TTS components. This will enable the system to serve as a valuable creative assistant for users. In terms of system expansion, we plan to integrate it into diverse application environments. For instance, within our ongoing virtual tour of the meta-universe, we intend to deploy the technology as virtual tour guides. This application will facilitate interactive engagements with travelers, thereby enhancing scene interactivity and immersion. Furthermore, we aim to harness the technology’s potential by utilizing it for configuring non-playable characters (NPCs) in games. This application will enable a wide array of interactive behaviors, paving the way for exploration in diverse multi-domain application environments (software open-sourced at: https://github.com/wangchengze01/GPT-animation.git, accessed on 28 August 2023).
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